We prove that in variable exponent spaces L p(·) (Ω), where p(·) satisfies the logcondition and Ω is a bounded domain in R n with the property that R n \Ω has the cone property, the validity of the Hardy type inequality
Introduction
We consider the Hardy inequality of the form 1 δ(x) α Ω ϕ(y) dy |x − y| n−α p(·) ≦ C ϕ p(·) , 0 < α < min 1,
within the frameworks of Lebesgue spaces with variable exponents p(x), p + = sup x∈Ω p(x), where δ(x) = dist(x, ∂Ω). We refer to [8, 9, 18] for Hardy type inequalities. The multidimensional Hardy inequality of the form
appeared in [23] for bounded domains Ω ⊂ R n with Lipschitz boundary and 1 < p < ∞ and a > p − 1. This inequality was generalized by Kufner [17, Th. 8.4 ] to domains with Hölder boundary, and after that by Wannebo [39] to domains with generalized Hölder condition. Haj lasz [10] and Kinnunen and Martio [12] obtained a pointwise inequality
where M is a kind of maximal function depending on the distance of x to the boundary. This pointwise inequality combined with the knowledge of boundedness of Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator implies a "local version near the boundary" of Hardy's inequality. This approach was used in the paper of Haj lasz [10] in the case of classical Lebesgue spaces.
Within the frameworks of variable exponent Lebesgue spaces, the Hardy inequality in one variable was first obtained in [15] , and later generalized in [7] , where the necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of the Hardy inequality on (0, ∞) were obtained under the assumption that the log-condition on p(x) is satisfied only at the points x = 0 and x = ∞, see also [19, 20] .
For the multidimensional versions of Hardy inequality of form (1) with δ(x) α replaced by |x − x 0 | α , x 0 ∈ Ω, we refer to [32, 33] . Harjulehto, Hästö and Koskenoja in [11] obtained the estimate
(Ω) making use of the approach of [10] , under the assumption that a is sufficiently small, 0 < a < a 0 .
Basing on some ideas and results of fractional calculus, in Theorem 12 we show that the problem of the validity of inequality (1) is equivalent to a certain property of Ω expressed in terms of α and χ Ω , see Definition 9 and Theorem 12. We did not find mentioning such an equivalence in the literature even in the case of constant p.
Note that the continuing interest to the variable exponent Lebesgue spaces L p(·) observed last years was caused by possible applications (elasticity theory, fluid mechanics, differential equations, see for example [28] ). We refer to papers [34, 16] for basics on the Lebesgue spaces with variable exponents and to the surveys [5, 13, 31] on harmonic analysis in such spaces. One of the breakthrough results obtained for variable p(x) was the statement on the boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator in the generalized Lebesgue space L p(·) under certain conditions on p(x), see [3] and the further development in the above survey papers. The importance of the boundedness of the maximal operator is known due to the fact that many convolution operators occurred in applications may be dominated by the maximal operator. This tool, in particular, is also used in this paper.
Note also that the study of pointwise multipliers in the spaces of Riesz potentials is in fact an open question in case of variable p(x). Meanwhile, the topic of pointwise multipliers (in particular, in the case of characteristic functions χ Ω ) in spaces of differentiable functions, is of importance in the theory of partial differential equations and other applications, see for instance [27] .
The study of pointwise multipliers of spaces of Riesz or Bessel potentials in the case of constant p may be found in [21, 22] , see also [27] for the pointwise multipliers in the case of more general spaces. We refer also, in the case of constant p as well, to recent papers [36, 37] on the study of characteristic functions χ Ω (x) as pointwise multipliers.
Preliminaries

On Lebesgue spaces with variable exponent
The basics on variable Lebesgue spaces may be found in [16, 29] , but we recall here some necessary definitions. Let Ω ⊂ R n be an open set. For a measurable function p : Ω → [1, ∞), we put
In the sequel we use the notation
The generalised Lebesgue space L p(·) (Ω) with variable exponent is introduced as the set of all functions ϕ on Ω for which
Equipped with the norm
this is a Banach space The modular ̺ p(·) (f ) and the norm f p(·) are related to each other by f
where
By w-Lip (Ω) we denote the class of all exponents p ∈ L ∞ (Ω) satisfying the (local) logarithmic condition
By p ′ (·) we denote the conjugate exponent, given by 1
Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator
As usual, the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator of a function ϕ on Ω ⊆ R n is defined as
We use the notation
Potential and hypersingular integral operators
Definition 2 For a function ϕ on R n , the Riesz potential operator I α is defined by
where the normalizing constant factor has the form γ n (α) =
. The
is referred to as the Riesz kernel.
, called the space of Riesz potentials, is the space of functions f representable as
Definition 4
The hypersingular integral operator D α of order α is defined by
where α > 0 and ℓ > α (see [30] , p.60, for the value of the normalizing constant d n,ℓ (α)).
It is known that given α, one may choose an arbitrary order ℓ > α of the finite difference and the hypersingular integral does not depend of this choice, see [30] , Ch. 3.
In [1] , the following statement was proved.
where the hypersingular operator
is given by the following proposition. [6, Th. 8 
.1]).
By Propositions 5 and 6, the norm
By equivalence (10) , in the case 1
We introduce now the following notion related to the property of the characteristic function χ Ω to be a pointwise multiplier, but weaker than that property.
be the zero extension of a function f defined on Ω.
Definition 9
We say that the domain Ω has the (α, p(·))-property, if the function χ Ω (x) has the following multiplier property
Definition 10 Let p ∈ P(Ω) ∩ w-Lip(Ω). For brevity we call an extension
p * (x) of p(x) to R n regular, if p * ∈ P(R n ) ∩ w-Lip(R n ), p(x) ≡ p ∞ = const outside some large fixed ball and p + (R n = p + (
Ω). Such an extension is always possible, see [4, Th. 4.2]; [26, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma 11 Let p ∈ P(Ω) ∩ w-Lip(Ω). If χ Ω is a pointwise multiplier in the space
PROOF. We have to check condition (12) 
under some regular extension of the exponent. We have
Since the extension p * (x) is regular, equivalence (10) is applicable so that
which completes the proof.
The main result Theorem 12
Let Ω be a bounded domain in R n , p ∈ P(Ω) ∩ w-Lip(Ω) and 0 < α < min 1,
. If the domain Ω has the (α, p(·))-property, then the Hardy inequality
holds. If the exterior R n \Ω has the cone property, then the (α, p(·))-property is equivalent to the validity of the Hardy inequality (13).
Proof of Theorem 12
The principal idea of the proof
The proof of Theorem 12 is based on the observation that the weight 1 δ(x) α in fact is equivalent to the integral
Namely, the following statement is valid, see [25, Prop. 3 .1].
Proposition 13 For an arbitrary domain Ω there exists a constant c
If the exterior R n \Ω has the cone property, then there exists a constant c 2 = c 2 (Ω) such that
We will prove the following version of Theorem 12.
Theorem 14
. Then the Hardy type inequality
holds if and only if the domain Ω has the (α, p(·))-property.
Theorem 12 will immediately follow from Theorem 14 in view of Proposition 13.
On a hypersingular integral related to Ω.
As in [25] , we define the hypersingular integral (fractional derivative) of order 0 < α < 1, related to the domain Ω, as the hypersingular integral over R n of the extension E Ω f :
where r Ω stands for the restriction on Ω. Splitting the integration in the last integral to that over Ω and R n \Ω, we can easily see that
The proof of Theorem 14 will be based on representation (15) and certain known facts from the theory of hypersingular integrals [30] .
Auxiliary functions
Although we will use the auxiliary functions defined below only in the case ℓ = 1, we give them for an arbitrary integer ℓ as they are presented in [30] . By
we denote the non-centered difference of a function f defined on R n . We need the non-centered difference
of the Riesz kernel k α (x) and single out the case of the step h = e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0):
We will also use the function
The following lemmata can be found in [30, §3.2.1]
Lemma 15
The function ∆ ℓ,α (x, h), may be represented via its particular case k ℓ,α (x) in terms of rotations:
where rot x η, η ∈ R n denotes any rotation in R n which transforms R n onto itself so that rot x e 1 = x |x| .
Lemma 16
The function k ℓ,α (x) satisfies the condition
(20)
Moreover, in the case when ℓ is odd and the difference defining k ℓ,α (x) is noncentered,
for any N > 0.
Lemma 18
The function K ℓ,α (|x|), 0 < α < 1 has the bound
Proof of Theorem 14
Let ϕ ∈ L p(·) (Ω) and ϕ = E Ω ϕ(x). Substituting
The (α, p(·))-property of Ω, by the definition of this property and equivalence in (10) , is nothing else but the boundedness in L p(·) (Ω) of the operator D α χ Ω I α E Ω . Thus the required equivalence of the Hardy inequality to the (α, p(·))-property will follow from (24) , if the operator A is bounded on an arbitrary bounded domain. We show that this is the case in the following lemma, treating the operator A as
Lemma 19 Let 0 < α < 1 and Ω be a bounded domain. The operators A ε are uniformly dominated by the maximal operator:
for any ϕ ∈ L 1 (Ω), where C > 0 does not depend on x and ε. Consequently, the operator A is bounded in the space L p(·) (Ω) whenever p ∈ P(Ω).
PROOF. We make use of the known representation
for the differences of the Riesz potential, see [30, formula (3. 64)], and get
where Ω x = {y ∈ R n : x − y ∈ Ω}, the interchange of the order of integration being easily justified by Fubini's theorem whenever ε > 0. By (19) we then have
and we denoted
for brevity.
We split A ε ϕ(x) in the following way
For J 1,ε ϕ(x) we have
0, |ξ| ≥ 2, and ψ ε (x) = ε −n ψ(x/ε).
When |ξ| > 2 we have
Since Θ(x, ε) is embedded in the annulus |ξ| − ≦ |z| ≦ |ξ|, we have
and by (20) 
The estimation of J 2,ε ϕ(x) is simply given by
where φ(ξ) =      2 α−n−2 , |ξ| < 2, |ξ| α−n−2 , |ξ| ≥ 2, and φ ε (x) = ε −n φ(x/ε).
By the fact that the kernels ψ, φ are radially decreasing integrable functions, we can use the well known estimation of convolutions with radially decreasing integrable kernels via the maximal function, obtaining that J i,ε ϕ(x) ≤ CM(|ϕ|), i = 1, 2, ∀ε > 0
which implies (25) after gathering (28) , (29), (31) and (32) . This completes the proof.
Corollaries
As a corollary of Theorem 12 we obtain an estimate in classical L p (Ω) spaces, but we will need a definition first PROOF. By Lemma 11 and Lemma 21 we have that Ω has the (α, p(·))-property and then the results follows from Theorem 12.
